
        
CURATORS OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

       Committee for library provision in Archaeology 
 
 
Minutes of the meeting held at 12.00 on Monday May 20th 2013 in the Meeting Room, Sackler 
Library 
 
        
Present: Elizabeth Frood (Chair) (EF), Mark Dickerson (MD), James Legg (JL), Philipp Niewöhner 
(PN), Graham Piddock (GP), Elisabet Almunia (EA- minutes) 
 
Apologies: Rick Schulting, Sue Killoran 
 
 

1. Membership:  
a. Chair: EF thanked PN for chairing last term’s meeting in her absence 
b. UG representative: there has been no UG representative present at the last two 

meetings. GP had attempted to get in touch with the representative but had only 
received a patchy response. EF will follow this up and will attempt to find a more 
reliable representative. 

 
2. Minutes of the meeting on Monday February 11th 2013: these were approved. 
 
3. Matters arising from the minutes:  

 
a. Item 3b- Sackler scanning: the committee welcomed the news that suitable funds 

have been identified for the purchase of a refurbished Kiosk Book Scanner. The 
scanner has been ordered and is expected to be installed during the long vacation. 
GP consulted the committee on their views about pricing for the service. He stated 
that the British Library charges 30p per scan, which is considerably higher than the 
cost of a standard PCAS scan. While it is not intended to make the new self 
scanning a prohibitively expensive service, it is recognised that the scans produced 
will be of a much higher quality and that having a low price could discourage readers 
from using the existing PCAS machines for low resolution scans. JL thought that 30p 
was a reasonable price to start with: it could be adjusted in future depending on the 
take up of the service. He felt it would be useful to know how many illustrations are 
used on average for a dissertation so that we can assess how much a student would 
have to spend to produce their work. The committee supported the idea of consulting 
the graduate students, the subfaculty and the undergraduates to some extent before 
reaching a decision. GP stated that the location of the scanner within the Library has 
yet to be decided. 

 
b. Item 3c- Sackler book moves: (GP) the book moves have not been progressing as 

speedily as hoped due to lack of staff and financial resources. GP was hopeful that 
some external funding might become available to help with costs. If funding was 
secured, there would be a team of people working for a limited amount of time 
instead of one dedicated person for an extended period as initially planned. This 
approach would be more disruptive to Library users but would yield faster results. 
The bulk of the work is expected to be done in the long vacation. 
 

c. Item 3e- Inter-library loan requests: YH was not present and this item will be 
discussed at the next meeting. 
 



d. Item 8a – Mould in Sackler Rare Book Room (GP): since the mould outbreak in 
the RBR was not immediately explicable by the environmental conditions, specialist 
contractors have been approached to follow this issue up with a survey to determine 
the cause of the outbreak and to assess whether the problem is still existing and 
whether it is likely to re-occur. Preliminary indications suggest that the cost of a site 
visit would be around £1000, not including any necessary laboratory analysis. GP will 
investigate whether it would be appropriate to claim the cost of cleaning the books 
(already done) and the environmental survey on insurance. 
 

e. Item 7a – missing books: GP had consulted with the Reader Services team on the 
issue raised by YH at the last meeting. They confirmed that there is a persistent but 
not disproportionate number of missing books at any one time. The missing books 
are recorded on a database and staff regularly look for them when time allows. 
Reader Services staff are not aware of any complaints on the way missing book 
queries are handled and YH will be asked to report back next term about any 
particular issues he may have experienced. 
 

f. Item 9a - Illustrations in theses: JL had not entirely resolved the issue concerning 
the copyright status of Oxford theses available electronically on open access, but he 
undertook to find the answer and incorporate it into the minutes. [In fact this issue is 
still under discussion at high level: the requirement of candidates to deposit an 
electronic copy in ORA is effectively a requirement to “publish”, whereas the printed 
copy submitted for examination has never been regarded as a publication. This 
raises a particular problem for theses in art history and archaeology which use 
numerous published images to support their argument, and it may be necessary to 
waive the ORA requirement for all or part of this material.] 
 
 

4. Reports from Libraries: 
a. Sackler Library: 

1) Occupancy of reading rooms: notices have been placed around the 
Library asking readers not to use seats on the GF and the 1F if they do not 
need to consult materials kept on those floors: this is intended to 
ameliorate the regular overcrowding of these floors during exam term. The 
notices seem to have been effective in achieving a more equal spread of 
readers across all the Library floors.  
PN referred to another frequent problem of books not being available when 
they are needed, and stated his preference that books should not be 
borrowable at all. GP explained that the Library’s policy was to aim for a 
balance and to try to have a confined copy of frequently used titles and 
reference works; and he noted that there was pressure from other groups 
of Library users to extend the scope of borrowing. JL stated that this type 
of problem would be alleviated as more publications become available in 
electronic format. EF stated that she often called Bodleian closed stack 
items to the Sackler and that she found the process fast and effective. 
 

b. Balfour Library: MD had nothing to report. 
 
 

5. Bodleian Libraries: 
 

a. General update: JL had circulated a general update prior to the meeting and 
mentioned two of the points covered: 



1) Congestion in the Bodleian Reading Rooms: the seating issues in the 
Bodleian Library are being managed and readers are being encouraged to 
use parts of the Library which are less occupied. 

2) E-legal deposit: JL clarified that this is additional material that wouldn’t 
have been deposited in print. It is displayed on a separate tab on SOLO 
and viewing restrictions apply (only one user at a time can consult the item 
from a reader PC in a Bodleian Library reading room). There are 
numerous issues arising from the implementation of the e–legal deposit 
and it is expected that content will not build up at a fast rate while these 
issues are being dealt with. 
 

b. Strategic plan: (JL) the Bodleian Libraries strategic plan has been reviewed and 
simplified and consists of a statement of objectives. An implementation plan is being 
worked on and will be presented at next term’s meeting.  
 

c. Library committees – constitution and nomenclature (JL): the Curators of the 
University Libraries have proposed a model constitution to which the current CoLPs 
are asked to adhere, if they wish to remain as a formal committee-based forum for 
communication and consultation between Divisions, Faculties and Departments, and 
the Bodleian Libraries. The different recommendations were discussed and while it 
was found that the Archaeology CoLP had some peculiarities such as the fact that it 
is not attached to a single Faculty or Division and that the chair is not a member of 
the Faculty Board, it was decided that it broadly complied with the model constitution 
in spirit and it was agreed in principle that it would be desirable for the Archaeology 
CoLP to become a CLiPS. The committee also decided to review its membership 
and enquire about the process to elect representatives to ensure that all parts of 
Archaeology including all groups of students are represented in the CLiPS. It was felt 
that a user group would not be needed as there are enough channels of 
communication and that setting up an induction pack for new members would be 
beneficial.  

 
 

6. Undergraduate issues: the UG representative did not attend the meeting 
 
 

7. Postgraduate issues: the PG representative did not attend the meeting 
 

8. Academic staff issues: EF announced that she expects to be on sabbatical during next 
term. EF will ask PN to chair the meeting if this is the case. 
 

9. Any other business: no items 
 

 
 Next meeting:  Monday 11 November 2013 at 12.00 in the Sackler meeting room. 


